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OK – let’s get the hard stuff out of the way, first: 

when one of the thieves on the cross pleads today:  

‘Jesus, remember me when you come into your 

kingdom,’ Jesus replies, ‘Truly I tell you, today you will be 

with me in paradise.’  

But….in 1st Corinthians, Paul writes: “Listen! I tell 

you a mystery! We will not all die, but we will all be 

changed: in a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, at the 

last trumpet. For the trumpet will sound, and the dead in 

Christ will be raised imperishable, and we will be 

changed.” 

So, which is it?  

Well, first of all – not to muddy the waters – but:   

some biblical scholars - whose job it is to pick everything 

apart- say there’s a question about the ancient 

placement of the comma: “Truly I tell you, – comma – 

today you will be with me in paradise.” Their research 

shows that maybe it was supposed to go someplace else, 

like after “today…”in which case the sentence would 

read:  “Truly I tell you today, – comma – you will be with 

me in paradise…” like ‘whenever that is.” 

I don’t consider that a very important question– 

I couldn’t care less which way it happens… but, a lot of 

folks seem to think it is, and I’m asked about it more 

often than you’d ever imagine. 

So, how I always answer is:  “Well, Paul is Paul – 

don’t care much about what his attitude toward women 

in the Church – but, he was a great guy and, no doubt, 

pretty darn well-connected with the Almighty. But, he 

was “just a guy.”  My money goes to Jesus: “…Today you 

will be with me in paradise.”  Besides: can you imagine if 

heaven’s been empty all these thousands of years, and 

everyone shows up at once, it’d be worse than a Metro 

terminal on the 4th of July!  I don’t think even Christ, the 

King, could sort it all out…which brings us to today: the 

final celebration of the Church Year: the culmination of 

another 365 days of church life. 

First of all, it’s hard to believe that we’re even 

celebrating another one - here 2,000 years-plus after a 

wandering middle eastern rabbi who’d gained a little 

local attention as a pretty good preacher and healer was 

executed by the Romans on the garbage dump outside 

Jerusalem: who’d-a ever thought that there’d not be a 

nation on earth where this obscure peasant is not 

worshipped and acclaimed as a king? Rich countries and 

poor…large and small…influential or obscure…despite 

the Stalin’s and the Hitlers, despite the culture’s 

perpetual efforts to destroy it – and, now, the Millenial 

Generation’s disdain for it being so “archaic” and “out-

of-touch” with the way things “really” are – despite all 

that, the Church – no thanks to any of us – is still here. 

And Christ is still it’s king.  

But, what do we know about ‘kings?’ - except 

that we fought a bloody and divisive war to get out from 

under one back in the 1700s? To focus on “Christ…the 

king,” does seem to be a little irrelevant - we don’t even 

know what a “king” does. But, billions of people do. 

Historically, kings wielded an authoritarian rule: 

complete power of government, total responsibility for 

the well-being of the people in his kingdom: 

economically, socially – everything. A ‘king’ held ultimate 

power and little could be done or said to question it. But, 

history has found that only a few –a very, very few – were 

good at what they did. The universal majority were not: 

they cared only for themselves – not even their family – 

and certainly not the people over whose lives they held 

every jot and tittle of power. 

We’ve just had an election – for those of you who 

have been in a coma the last 17 months…a year and a 

half of nasty name calling, unapologetic character-

assassination, boldface lies, and a total lack of respect 

and civility among a whole slew of people jockeying to be 

our ‘king.’ We don’t call it that, of course, and so far, 

none – in our 240 years as a nation - has been able to 

exercise total despotic control…But, that doesn’t keep us 

from being vigilant and wondering - as we do this time 

every 4 years: what kind of leader will our new president 

be? What caliber of people will he choose to help him? 

The possible answers have energized some, and terrified 

others, because we realize that the traits that make a 

great king –or great president or senator or county Dog 

Catcher for that matter: the qualities of any great leader 

– don’t necessarily make for a great person. 
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So, just days after we have elected the most 

powerful person on the planet comes today – ‘Christ the 

King:’ the final Sunday of the liturgical calendar – and a 

sobering reminder for some, a joyful reality for others: 

that no matter who’s ‘in charge’ down here, no amount 

of vulgar rhetoric or human degradation will sway us if…if 

– we want to truly live as people of faith… that God in 

Christ is the true model for just leadership, and is the only 

one deserving to be called our ‘ultimate leader.’  

People who’ve studied these things have 

determined that objectivity in leadership is one of the 

most crucial ingredients any great king ever had: being 

able to strike a balance between ‘benevolent ruler’ and 

fair – yet uncompromising - judge. and, according to the 

website “Career Builder,” there are about a dozen more 

that make up the essence of a good leader. Wonder how 

Jesus will measure-up? 

The first quality listed is honesty: always doing 

the upright thing. I think Jesus nailed that one – even 

when people didn’t like what he was saying…then, there’s 

focus: always know where you're going –  and, in his case: 

the cross was always looming before him.  He was genuine 

– another trait of leadership: never losing sight of 

reality…and he was passionate: living, breathing, and 

sleeping his mission of caring for others - even to the point 

of dying for it. 

Respect is another key leadership quality: 

treating everybody the same, and knowing that ‘CARE’ for 

others isn’t a “4-letter word.”  

The list of core qualities rounds out with 

‘compassion:’ genuine care for others; celebration: that 

sense of joy which honestly encourages them; and 

humility: a sense of empowering others to feel 

emboldened, not diminished. Real kings: Henry the 5th 

had most of that, they say – and Henry the 7th…Elizabeth 

the 1st as well…the courageous, and tolerant Charles II– 

and Queen Victoria: who had a startling affinity for the 

middle class… 

So, what would you give him as a score – Jesus, I 

mean? Where does Christ end-up on your list of those 

worthy to be your king? 

All church “holy days” are intentional – that is, 

they’re man-made to help us recall significant events in 

the life of the Church. But, some are more intentional 

than others. You may think ‘Christ the King’ is one of 

those ancient observances – like Easter or Christmas.  

But, it’s not. It didn’t come along until 1925 when Pope 

Pius the 11th – in an attempt to resist Mussolini and 

Hitler’s political demagoguery - thought that it was time 

to refocus on the one who is ultimately the king in our 

lives as people of faith. 

The syndicated radio morning show – “John Boy 

and Billy” has a segment they call “Dumb Crook News.” 

One I heard was about a late-night break-in at a factory 

where someone had taken a large industrial sewing 

machine out thru a broken window. But, one end of the 

industrial thread had caught on a splinter in the floor. The 

other was still on the bobbin on the machine.  All the cops 

had to do was follow the bright pink thread: out of the 

factory, down the street, around a corner, and straight 

into somebody’s front door. They were arrested without 

incident. And one about a couple of robbers who charged  

into a record shop nervously waving revolvers and 

shouting: "Nobody move!" But, when his partner did, the 

first guy was startled…and shot him.  

Of course, some criminals are smarter than 

others. Take the 2 guys this morning: one of the thieves 

joined in the mob that was mocking Jesus.  The other 

chided him, and then asked: "Jesus, remember me when 

you come into your kingdom.”  Two men - just feet apart 

- with Jesus in the middle. To look at it metaphorically, 

both men represent the inner struggle each of us 

faces: one mocks and condemns – with selfish, conceited, 

narcissistic demands…the other leaps to the defense of 

the now nearly-lifeless Jesus. Two men - just feet apart - 

with Jesus in the middle. 

And Jesus is still in the middle today – listening 

to both sides of who we are: simul justus et peccator, 

remember?  Saint and sinner – at the same time. 

People say, words can't hurt you. they can – and 

they do. That's why in war, you‘ll never hear a soldier 

referring to the enemy as "my brother” or as a ‘child of 

God."  They use dehumanizing language to make the 

enemy seem less than human. If they didn’t, they 

probably couldn't kill them. 

That seems to be the kind of language our rapidly 

uncivilizing society has adopted: the language of warfare: 

words that dehumanize, that make life cheap and 

ugly…words that wound people and profane what’s left of 

what was once sacred and holy.  Use those words and they 

will affect your life, and the life of those around you.  

But, Jesus shows us there’s another way: with 

other words - that heal: words that build and create… 

words that can redeem…and words that point to peace -  

the most powerful one of which is “I’m sorry.” Use those 

words and they will affect your life, and the life of those 

around you as well – in a very different manner. 

So, which do you choose to use in your 

leadership style:  “If you’re so hot, save yourself – and us!” 

or “Remember me when you come into your kingdom…”? 

Depends on what you want to hear, I guess – and 

who you choose to be your ‘king.’ Amen.
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